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It 1s shown that global classical solutions of the Vlasov-Fokker-Planck-Poisson 
system, for which the field decays in an appropriate way for large times, are generic 
in the following sense: sufficiently small perturbations of the initial data yield 
another global solution with the same type of asymptotrc behaviour. As a corollary 
one obtains global existence for small and for nearly neutral initial data. On the 
way to the global perturbation result sufficient conditions for global exrstence and 
a local perturbation result are established. c 1992 .4cademlc Press, Inc. 
INTRODUCTION 
We consider the nonlinear Vlasov-Fokker-Planck-Poisson system 
(VFPP) in the form 
= 38,L + CJ, Auf,, 1 = 1, . ..) N, t30,x,ueR3, 
p(t, x) := f e, J f,ct, x, u) du. 
I=1 
Here f, =fi(t, x, ~7) is a function of time t, position x, and velocity u and 
denotes the distribution function of one of N different particle species 
(N 3 1) which are labelled by r = 1, . . . . N. The distribution functions f = (f,) 
induce the charge density p = p(t, x), which in turn determines the self- 
consistent electrostatic field E= E(t, x). e, E R denotes the charge and 
nz, E Iw+ the mass of a single particle of species z. If fl, = (T, = 0, the system 
reduces to the Vlasov-Poisson system and describes a plasma in which the 
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influence of the magnetic field and collisional effects are neglected. 
The Vlasov-Fokker-Planck-Poisson system (with p, > 0 and uI > 0) takes 
collisional effects into account by including dynamical friction forces with 
a surrounding medium (a thermal bath or reservoir) and a diffusive therm 
characteristic of Brownian motion. The system can also be used to model 
stellar systems, in which case N= 1, e, = 1, and the sign in the definition of 
E is reversed. 
With regard to the existence and uniqueness of solutions of the initial 
value problem for the Vlasov-Fokker-Planck-Poisson system, we mention 
the work of Degond [3], Neunzert, Pulvirenti, and Triolo [ll], Triolo 
[16], and Victory and O’Dwyer [17]. In [3], global existence of classical 
solutions is shown in space dimensions 1 and 2. The two dimensional case 
is also considered in [ll], where global solutions with f(t) a probability 
measure are established by mollifying the force field. Furthermore, a coun- 
terexample to global existence in dimension 4 is discussed for the stellar 
dynamic case. For dimension 3, local existence of classical solutions is 
established in [17] with the help of the fundamental solution of the linear 
Vlasov-Fokker-Planck equation with E an external force field. To our 
knowledge, the only global existence result for classical solutions in 
dimension 3 is for small initial data under the assumption B, = 0, 
l= 1, . . . . N; cf. [16]. 
For collisionless models like the Vlasov-Poisson system or the 
relativistic Vlasov-Maxwell system, the existence theory in the case 
of dimension 3 is much further developed. In particular, there are global 
existence results for small, for nearly neutral, and for nearly symmetric 
initial data [l, 5, 8, 14, 151. All of these follow from a global perturbation 
result, which essentially says the following: if one is given a global solution 
g such that the corresponding field E (and B) decays in an appropriate way 
for large times, then any sufficiently small perturbation of the initial 
condition launches another global solution which satisfies a decay 
condition of the same type. This theorem was proven in [14] for the 
relativistic Vlasov-Maxwell system, and some obvious simplifications yield 
the analogous result for the Vlasov-Poisson system. The main purpose of 
the present paper is to prove an analogous result for the Vlasov-Fokker- 
Planck-Poisson system in three dimensions. A significant difference from 
the collisionless case is the required decay of the unperturbed field E, 
namely t ’ for some c( > f. In the collisionless case one needs o! > 1. This 
shows that the collisional terms may actually “make things easier” as far as 
global existence is concerned. On the other hand, Pfaffelmoser [13] 
recently proved global existence of classical solutions for the Vlasov-- 
Poisson system without smallness or symmetry assumptions on the initial 
data, and to our knowledge, attempts to carry this over to the Vlasov- 
Fokker-Planck-Poisson case meet serious difficulties. 
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The paper proceeds as follows: in Section 1 we make precise our solution 
concept and recall some results from [17] which will be used repeatedly. 
In Section 2 we prove that a solution is global if the density (or other 
related quantities) remains bounded on the maximal existence interval. 
Corresponding results are well known for the collisionless case (cf. 
[6,7,9]) and have been used extensively in the proofs of global existence 
results for these systems. In Section 3 we prove a local perturbation result 
which, together with the condition for global existence of Section 2, is used 
in the proof of our global perturbation result in Section 4. Finally, we show 
that this result can be used to obtain global existence for small initial 
data (with /J1>O), for nearly neutral initial data, and (as we conjecture) 
for nearly spherically symmetric initial data. With the exception of global 
existence for nearly neutral data, all results are also valid in the case of 
stellar dynamics. 
1. PRELIMINARIES 
Throughout the paper, initial conditions are always taken from the class 
where 7 > 3 is a fixed constant. Here Ci denotes the space of continuously 
differentiable functions, which are bounded, together with their first 
derivatives, and Lp, p E [I 1, co], are the usual Lebesgue spaces. We do not 
distinguish whether the elements of these spaces are scalar- or vector- 
valued. By the symbol a with some subscript we denote the (partial) 
derivative with respect o the indicated variable. 
Let us make precise the concept of solution which we shall use 
throughout the paper: 
DEFINITION 1.1. Let PE 9, Ic [0, a [ an interval with 0 E 1, and f: 
Ix R6 -+ RN a function. f is a classical solution of (VFPP) on I with initial 
value f iff 
(i) f is continuous on IX R6, and continuously differentiable, once 
with respect to t and x and twice with respect o u, on In 10, KI[ x W6; 
(ii) fP)=A 
(iii) for all x E JR3 and t E 1, 
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(iv) E(t, X) := j ((x - r)/lx - ~1~) C e,fi(t, y, v) dy du defines an 
element of CL(R3) for every t E 1, and there exists a continuous, increasing 
function g, on I such that 
sup II~(~)lloo + sup lla,JQ)II no G gE(t), ter; 
O<s<t OGSCZ 
(v) f satisfies (VFPP) in the classical sense. 
In our investigation, we make extensive use of the results in [17]. For 
easier reference, we recall the major points. 
THEOREM 1.2. For any PE 9 there exists a unique, classical solution f > 0 
on a maximal interval of existence [0, T( f )[. Tl zis solution has the following 
additional properties: if 
Y( t, x, v) := (1 + 02)Y’2 f (t, x, u) 
and 
Z(t, x, 0) := (1 +u2)Y’2 8,,,,f(t, x, 0) 
then the mappings 
[0, T(f)[ 3 tw Y(t)EL’(R6)nL”(R6) 
and 
[0, T(f)[3twZ(t)EL’(R”)nL~(R6) 
are well defined and uniformly bounded on compact -intervals. 
The existence and uniqueness of the solution follow from [17, 
Theorems 111.2, 111.31. The assertions about Y and Z are not stated 
explicitly in [17] but follow from the proof of the theorems cited 
above-in the iterative scheme, which is set up for the proof, the corre- 
sponding iterates converge in an appropriate way. 
An important role in [17] as well as in our paper is played by the 
fundamental solution of the Vlasov-Fokker-Planck equation with E = 0, 
and with E an external force field. For I E { 1, . . . . N} we define the differen- 
tial operators 
and 
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LEMMA 1.3. For all I E ( 1, . . . . N) there exists a positive, boundedfunction 
6,: ((t,x,v,~,5,v)~[W’~lt>t~O)‘[W 
such that for fixed t, Sy, v, 
L:G,(.,y, T, 5, v)=O, 
where all relevant derivatives exist classically. Moreover, G, has the following 
additional properties: 
(a) 1 G,(t, x, u, 5, t, ~1 d5 dv = exp(V,(t - t)). 
(b) j’ G,(t, x, v, T, t, v) dx dv = 1. 
Cc) lim, L r 1 G,( t, x, v, 5, 5, v) f( 5, v) dp dv = f(s, v) for aZZ f~ 53, 
uniformly on v-bounded subsets of 5X6. 
(d) For t>r’>r>O andx, v, [, VER’, 
s GSt, x, v. T’, 4’, II’) G,(z’, 5’, I”, z, <, v) d<’ dv’ = G,(t, x, v, z, 4, v). 
(ej There exists a constant M> 0 such that for t > t >, 0 and x, v, 5, 
v E R3, 
(a,,G,(t,x, v, 7, i;‘, v)I <M(t-T)-‘!‘G,(t,x,/2, v/2, T, c/2, v/2), 
and 
s Iv(G,(t,x,v,~,&v)dw~dvdM(l+~vl). 
(f) For z >, 0 there exists a constant M, z=- 0 such that for t > z and x. 
5, VE R3, 
s G,(t, x, v, z, 5, v) dv < M,( 1 + t)-3”2. 
The fundamental solutions G, are known explicitly (cf. [17, Eq. (2.5)]), 
and the above assertions all follow from [17]; the second estimate in 
part (e) can be checked using the substitution (2.11) of [17] and 
straightforward estimates for the resulting integral. To obtain the 
fundamental solutions r, for the equations 
L,T, = 0, 
505:99/l-5 
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these equations are first rewritten in the form 
Lyy= -5 E.a,r,, 
m, 
which leads to the following integral equation for r,: 
= G,@, % & 7, 5, v) + j' j &G,(t, .& v, 7', t’, V’) &‘, 5’) 
r 
x r,(z', (', v', 7, t, v) dt’ dv’ dz’. (1.1) 
This motivates the following iterative scheme for the construction of J’,: 
fi"(t, x, II, 7, 4;, v) := G,(t, x, v, 7, 5, v), 




+ d,,.G,(t, x, v, T’, 5’, v’) E(7', 5') 
r 
x l-j”+‘, t’, v’, T, 5, v) d<’ dv’ d?. 
This sequence converges (under certain assumptions on E), and r, is 
obtained as 
(1.3) 
LEMMA 1.4. Assume that the mapping 
[0, T]xF+E(~)EC;(R~) 
is well defined, bounded, and continuous. Then for all 1 E { 1, . . . . N} there 
exists a positive function 
r,: {(t,x,v,7,5,v)E[W'410~7<tt~T)~[W 
such that for fixed 7, 5, v, 
L,w,-,., 5, 5, VI =o, 
where all releaant derivatives e.xist classically. Moreover, r, satisfies 
Eqs. (1.1) and (1.3) and has the following properties: Parts (a)-(d) of 
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Lemma 1.3 hold for r,, too, and there exists a positive constant M,, 
which depends continuously on sup,, li T lJE(t)ll a and sup, c tC T Ild,E(t)l! ,%: 
such that 
(e) r,(t, x, v, ‘5, 5, v)GM,G,(t, 42, ~12, T, 51% V2), 
(f) ld.J,(t, x, v, t, 5, v)l <ME(f-r)-3.‘2 G,(t, x/2, v/2, t, 512, v/2), 
(8) (d,f,(t, x, v, T, 4, v)laM,(t-z))‘.‘2G,(t, x/2, v/2, z, t/2, v/2), 
(h) ld,T,(t, x, v, T, 5, v)l <M,(t- r)-l G,(t, x/2, v/2, z, 512, v/2), for 
OdT<t<Tandx, U, <, ve(w3. 
For the proofs, we again refer the reader to [17]. Finally, we note a 
result on the inhomogeneous equation L,u = F, : 
LEMMA 1.5. Assume f~ 9, E: [0, T] x [w3 -+ iw3 as in Lemma 1.4 and 
F: [0, T-j x 5X6 -+ [WN bounded, continuous, locally Htilder-continuous in x, 
untfornzly in t and U, with exponent bigger than 3, and F(t)E L’(W) for 
t E [0, T]. Then the linear, inhomogeneous initial tlalue problem 
L,f,=F,, 2 = 1, . ..) N,f(O) -p 
has the unique solution 
+ j-i j l-,(T, x, v, 0, 5, v) F,(T, 5, v) d[ dv dz. 
f is continuous on [0, T] x [w6, continuously differentiable on ]O, T] x [we, 
once with respect o t and x, and twice with respect o v, and these derivatives 
are bounded. Furthermore, 
for z = 1, . . . . N and t E [0, T]. 
For the proofs, see [ 17, Corollary 11.4, Proposition IIS]. In some cases, 
more detailed proofs for the above results can be found in [12]. 
Remark 1.6. In later sections, it will be necessary to consider Vlasov- 
Fokker-Planck equations, where the external force field depends also on u 
If E= E( t, x, v) satisfies the assumptions of Lemma 1.4, then the assertions 
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of Lemmas 1.4 and 1.5 also hold in this case. This may be seen by going 
through the proofs in [12,17]; cf. [17, Remark (A)]. 
Remark 1.7. In the rest of the paper we shall always formulate our 
results for the case of N different species of particles (N > 1). However, in 
the proofs, N3 2 only makes the notation more cumbersome, so we shall 
assume N= 1, drop the subscript z, and take m, = e, =/I, = 0, = 1. The main 
reason for considering more than one particle species to begin with is our 
global existence result for nearly neutral initial data, which would not 
make sense for N= 1. 
2. SUFFICIENT CONDITIONS FOR GLOBAL EXISTENCE 
In this section, we prove that a solution exists globally in time if certain 
a priori bounds on the density or related quantities hold: It will be useful 
to know that bounds on various quantities related to a solution are 
equivalent: 
LEMMA 2.1. Let f be a solution of (VFPP) and let Ic [0, T(f)[ be an 
interval with 0 E 1. 
(a) The foIlowing assertions are equivalent: 
(i) h,(t) := sup oqssr II~(s)ll, is hndd on 4 
(ii) hE(t) :=supOGSGr IjE(s) is bounded on I, 
(iii) by(t) := supoSsGt 1) Y(s)//, is bounded on I. 
(b) [f any of the above bounds holds on I, then 
(iv) h,(t) :=supOGsGr IJZ(s)(/, is bounded on I, 
(VI &At) := supo~s~r IId,p(s)ll m is bounded on I, 
(vi) h,,(t) := supOCSCr Il8,E(s)ll co is bounded on I. . . 
Proof: The implication “(i) * (ii)” of part (a) follows from [2, Proposi- 
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(recall Remark 1.7). Now 
and the claim follows by Lemma 1.5, Remark 1.6, and a Gronwall 
argument. The proof of (b)( iv is essentially the same as that for [17, ) 
Proposition 111.21. Part (v) obviously follows from (iv), and (vi) from (v) 
by Cl, Lemma 11. 1 
Our sufficient condition for global existence of a classical solution new 
reads as follows: 
THEOREM 2.2. Let J’ be u solution of (VFPP) satisfying any of the 
following a priori bounds: 
We shall show in a series of lemmata that the bounds (i)-(vi) of 
Lemma 2.1 on some interval [0, T[ c [0, T(f)[ with 0 < T< oz allow us 
to extend the solution to [0, T]. The theorem is then immediate. 
For the rest of this section, assume that f is a solution of (VFPP), 
satisfying the above bounds on some interval I= [0, T[ c [0, T(f)[ with 
0 < T < KJ. As a first step, we extend the fundamental solutions f,: 
LEMMA 2.3. (a) For any C > 0 and t E I, Cm,, T T,(t, x, L’, z, 5, v) exists 
pointwise, uniformly in x, v, <, VE R3 with (LI/ <C, z = 1, . . . . N. 
(b j If we define 
then the mapping 
10, T]~+-,Jt,y,0, 5, v)EL’(R~) 
is well defined and continuous, uniformly on v-bounded subsets of I@. 
Proof. As before, we consider only the case N= 1. r, being a 
fundamental solution, satisfies the equation 
a,r=d,r+3r-v.a,r+v.a,r-E.a,T. 
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For X, u, t, v E R3 and t < t < T, Lemma 1.4(e)-(h), and the boundedness 
of E and J,E imply the estimate 
la,r(t,x,v,r,~,11)1~c(l+(t-r)~1~2+(t-r)--1 
+ JVJ ((t-2)-‘/2+ (t-q3!*)) 
x G(t, 42, v/2, r, 512, @I. 
Since the right-hand side is uniformly bounded for r + S < t < T and (t’l < C 
(S > 0 small and C> 0), part (a) follows by the mean value theorem. 
Integrating the above estimate with respect to x and u and observing 
Lemma 1.3(b) and (e) show that the mapping 
[b, T[~t++r(t;,.,O, s’, v)EL’(R~) 
is uniformly continuous, uniformly on v-bounded subsets of R”. Since 
Ilr(t,.,-, 0, 4, v)ll, = 1 for TV 10, T[, (b) follows. 1 
Our next step is to extendj 
LEMMA 2.4. For t E [0, T] and x, v E lR8 we define 
jk x, v) := s F’,(t, x u, 0, 5, v,f’,((s, v) 4 dv. 
Then the following hold: 
(a> lim,, .fit, x, ~1) =T(T , x, v), uniformly on v-bounded subsets of’@; 
(b) .~(t)EL’([W6)nL”([W6)for tE [0, T]; 
(c) the mapping [0, T] 3 t by(t) E L1(R6) is continuous; 
(d) there exists a function hEL’(R3) such that Iy(t, x, v)l <h(v) for 
t E [0, T] and x, v E R3. 
ProoJ: Parts (at(c) are fairly straightforward; for (d), observe that 
IAt, x, v)l <h,(T)(l + I?--“*, te CO, Tl, 
which holds by the a priori bounds and (a). 1 
LEMMA 2.5. For t E [0, T] and x E R3 we define 
fi(t, x) := f e, s x(t, x, u) dv. 
I=0 
Then the following hold: 
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(a) b(t) E L’(R3) n L”(rW3) n C,(R3) and is Lipschitz-continuous for 
t E [0, T], with a t-independent Lipschitz constant; 
(b) the mapping [0, T]s~I-+~(~)EL‘(IW~)~L”([W~) is continuous. 
ProoJ: The mapping [0, T] 3 t++ P(t) eL’(R3) is well defined and 
continuous by Lemma 2.4(c). The same assertion with respect to L”(R3) 
results from 
+2hy(T)ja,>H (l+v2)-““do, 
where the right-hand side becomes mall, uniformly in x, when R is large 
and (t - s\ is small, by Lemma 2.4(a). Finally, the estimate 
ld,p(t, x)1 <I (1 +ty2 ld,f(t, x, tl)l (1 +L~2)-y;‘2dL~ 
d Ch,( T), Odt<T, 
together with (b), implies the Lipschitz continuity of P(t) for t E [O, T], 
with a uniform Lipschitz constant. i 
We are finally in a position to extend the field E: 
LEMMA 2.6. For t E [0, T] and x E [w3 we define 
E(t, x) := j” 3 fi(t, y) dy. 
Then the mapping [0, T] 3 t ~--r E(t) E CL((w3) is well defined and continuous. 
Proof. By [2, Proposition l] and Lemma 2.5, B(t) is a well-defined 
element of Ci(R3) for all t E [0, T]. With regard to the continuity with 
respect to t, we refer the reader to the proof of [2, Lemma l(2)]. 1 
Proof of Theorem 2.2. Assume T(f) is finite. Then by the previous lem- 
mata there exist extensions 7, p, i?, F off, p, E, r. .8? satisfies the assump- 
tions of Lemma 1.4 so that there exists a fundamental solution on 
CO> T(f 11, corresponding to i? Obviously, this fundamental solution 
coincides with F = I- on [0, T( f )[ so by continuity, r is the fundamental 
solution corresponding to ,!? By construction, 7 is therefore a solution 
of (VFPP) extending f to [0, T(f )], and this contradicts the maximality 
of II07 T(f )II. I 
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3. LOCAL PERTURBATION 
In this and the following section, we investigate the behaviour of a solu- 
tion g of (VFPP) under small perturbations of the initial condition. The 
perturbed solution is denoted by J quantities related to f (or g) shall carry 
the subscript f (or g), e.g., E/, pr, Y/ (or E,, pg, Y,), etc. To measure the 
deviation of a perturbed initial condition p from 2, we define 
~:=llf-~IIl+lI~~-~~lI,. 
In this section, we prove the following local perturbation result: 
THEOREM 3.1. Let g be a solution of (VFPP). Then there exist 
a constant E > 0, a strictIy decreasing function GE C(]O, E[) with 
lim, -o o(6) = T(g), and an increasing function [E C( [0, T(g)[) such that 
any solution f of (VFPP) with d < E satisfies 
T(f) > o(d) 
and the estimate 
If(t) - g(t)ll I + II Yr(t) - Y,Wll m + IV+(‘) - E&)ll m 
G l(t)4 tE CO, 441. 
For the rest of this section, C will denote positive constants or con- 
tinuous, increasing functions, which may depend on g, but not on A and 
which may change from line to line. As a first step, we prove continuous 
dependence of the solutions on the initial data with respect o the L’-norm: 
LEMMA 3.2. There exists a positive, increasing function C E C( [0, T( g)[) 
such that any solution f of (VFPP) satisfies the estimate 
If(t) - g(t)ll1 G C(t) II& 21119 O<tt(min(T(f), T(g)). 
ProojI Lemma 1.5, applied to the identity 
(~,+u~~,+(Ef-v)~&-3-d,)(f-g)= -(I$-E&&g, 
yields the estimate 
IIf - g(t)11  d II& ill I+ I,’ ll(E’- E,)(s). 8, &)ll 1 ds. 
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By [2, Proposition 11, 
Combining these estimates and applying a Gronwall argument complete 
the proof. 1 
The proof of Theorem 3.1 now proceeds along the lines of [14, 
Theorem 1 ] : 
Proof of Theorem 3.1. Taking 0 < E < s0 < 1 small enough, d < E implies 
that 
T,(f):=sup{t~CO,min(T(f), %)}[I IIEf(s)-E,(s)ll,d~,O~s~t) 
> 0. 
For the difference Y := Y, - Yg we obtain the following inhomogeneous 




=y(g(l + u2y-1 -a,y,w-q 
+ rv.Ef+~(r+2)&-2y 
( > 
(1+u2)'.'2-- (f- &?I. 
Thus, Lemma 1.5, together with Remark 1.6, implies the estimate 
II wii m G II waii, + jr ma, Y,(~II oc + Y II ~)II ,) w/-b) -q411 x 
0 
x b lIE/(s)ll m + C) II Y(sNl cx 1 ds 
d II W)ll m + j-’ WNIEf(4 - E&H m + II Q)ll ,I ds 
0 
for 0 < t < T,(f). Proposition 1 of [2], together with Lemma 3.2, yields 
II&b) - &(s)ll ;x d C(.s)d”3 II W)ll~ < C(s) /I Y(s)11 z3, 
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and hence 
II Y(r)ll, <d+ j’ C(s)(lI Y(s)ll, + II Yb)ll~) ds. 
0 
Applying a Gronwall argument, we conclude that 
II Yf(t)- Y,(t)ll, G (2 exp($C(t)f- 1)J3 d 
and 
II~~(~)-~,(~)lI, GC(tUexp(%(t)t- 1)12 d 
for 0 d t < T,(f). We define 
c(t) := C(t)(2 exp($C(t)t- l))I, tE CO? mL 
E := min{e,, (25(O)))‘}, 
a(6) :=5-‘(l/26), 6 E 10, &[. 
Then 5 is continuous and strictly increasing with lim,, TC(gj t(t) = (;o, 
which is obvious if T(g) = co and follows by Lemma 3.2 and 
Theorem 2.2 if T(g) < co. Hence c is well defined, continuous, and strictly 
decreasing, and lim, _ o a(b)=T(g). If d-cc, then o(d)>O, and for 
tE 10, min{T,(f), 44)C 
II-E,(t) - E,(t)11 m d t(t)d< 5(a(d))db 4. 
By definition of To(f) and Theorem 2.2, T(f) 3 7’,(f) > a(d), and together 
with Lemma 3.2 and an obvious definition on i the proof is complete. 1 
In a similar way we could prove a corresponding result with the x- and 
u-derivatives off- g and E, - E, included; cf. [ 14, Theorem 21. However, 
as opposed to the collisionless case, we do not need this for our global 
perturbation result. 
4. GLOBAL PERTURBATION 
In this section we investigate the perturbation of solutions g which 
satisfy the following decay condition: 
%) = a, 
IIE,(tL dK(l+ t)-“, t 2 0, with constants K > 0 and CY > i. 
(D) 
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We shall prove that sufficiently small perturbations of 2 launch a global 
solution f which decays, too. 
THEOREM 4.1. Assume that g is a solution of (VFPP), satisfying the 
decay, condition (D). Then there exist constants E > 0 and C > 0 such that any 
solution f of (VFPP) with d < E satisfies 
W-1 = c~j 
and 
ll.qt)ll, G a1 + t)-‘, t 2 0. 
Note that the perturbed solution f also satisfies a decay condition of type 
(D) (with CY = 1). Our theorem could therefore be rephrased by saying that 
solutions which satisfy (D) are generic. The idea of the proof is similar to 
that of [ 14, Theorem 31: by (D) and Theorem 3.1, a perturbed solution f 
behaves “almost like a free streaming” on some interval I of large time 
values if d is small enough. The free streaming solution has a field decaying 
like t-‘, and this allows us to extend the interval I to infinity. The required 
decay in (D) is slower than that in the collisionless case, where c1> 1 was 
required. Also, as opposed to the collisionless case, no decay of the 
derivatives of the field is required. Let us make precise the notion of an 
“almost free streaming”: 
DEFINITION 4.2. A solution f of (VFPP) satisfies the free streaming 
condition (FS) with respect to a parameter ye > 0 on an interval [a, b[ c 
EO, T(fX iff 
IIE'(')ll zc d ~(1 + t)-"'3 
where 8’ E 14, min{ 1, cx} [. 
t E Ca, K 
First we show that condition (FS) allows us to estimate the fundamental 
solution rj against the fundamental solution of the field free case: 
LEMMA 4.3. There exist constants q* > 0 and C* > 0 such that for an)’ 
solution f of (VFPP) which satisfies (FS) with respect o ye* on some interval 
[a, b[ c [0, T(f)[, we have 
r,(t, x, v, a, 5, v) < C*G(t, x/2, v,l2, a, 512, ~12) 
for t E [a, b[ and x, v, 5, YE R3. 
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Proof. Recall that by Eq. (1.3) 
rf=G+ f (rF+“-rF)). 
*=O 
By induction we shall, for n E N and t E [a, b[, prove the estimate 
lr:n+l)- r:“‘1 (t Y u n 5 v) < (2%Qc)” + l 3-3 3 > 3 G(t, x/2, v/L a, 5/2, v/2), 
where 
c:=sup l(l +S)-z,(t-SS)-r/2dS< a3. s r>o 0 
In fact, by Eq. (1.2) and Lemma 1.3(e) we have 
Ir~+“-r:,l’I (t, x, 0, a, 5, v)< ’ 
11‘ l~iG(t, x, v, s, 5’3 v’)l IE’-(s, 571 a 
x II-:“‘- f-j’- I’1 (s, t’, v’, a, 5, v) dt’ dv’ ds 
x ’ G( t, x/2, v/2, s, (‘12, ~‘12) 
J 
x G(s, 4’12, d/2, a, (72, v/2) d5’ dv’ ds 
= ( 26Myc)” + ’ G(t, 42, v/2, a, 512, v/2). 
Thus, 
q I, x, 0, a, (, v) d 1 + E ( 26M?j9c)” + i 
> 
G(t, -$4 42, a, 512, v/2), 
II=0 
and the assertion follows with q* := (27Mc)-1 and C* := 2. 1 
In the collisionless case, this lemma is replaced by the observation that 
the difference of the x-components of characteristics, starting at the same 
point with different velocities v and v’, grows like (t-a) IO-- ~‘1, if the 
plasma behaves almost like a free streaming. This implies a decay of the 
volume of the support off(t, x, .), and thus of p. However, in the integral 
corresponding to c in the above proof, the term (t - s)-ii2, which is due to 
the diffusion, is missing in the collisionless case, and therefore a stronger 
decay of the field is required. It is also at this point where estimates for the 
derivatives of the field are necessary in the collisionless case. 
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We are now ready to prove our main theorem: 
Proof of Theorem 4.1. There exists a time T, > 0 such that 
llK,(t)ll,~K(l+t)~*~~~*(l+t)-“‘, t> Tl, 
where q* is chosen according to Lemma 4.3. By Theorem 3.1, we may 
choose E >O such that o(d) >O and c(T,)d< $q*(l + Ti)--” for d-c E. 
Using Theorem 3.1 again, we see that 
T,(f):=sup(rf[T,,T(f)[lfsatisfies(FS)withrespectto?*on[T,,t[) 
> T,. 
By definition, Lemma 4.3 applies on the interval [IT,, Tz(f)[ so that 
r’(t, x, u, T,, 5,~) < C*G(t, $2, u/2, T,, t/2, $2) 
for t E [T,, TJf)[ and X, II, <, v E R3. Thus, we get estimates, first for J: 
d C* s G( t, ~12, u/2, T, , 512, v/2) f ( T, , t, V) dt dip, 
then by Lemma 1.3(f) for pr, 
bf(fLdC llf(TAII~ (1 +t)-3’2, 
and by [2, Proposition 1 ] for Ef, 
IIE,(t)ll3o G C lb,-(t)ll :i3 IIP,(N~~ d C(l+ I)-‘: T, < t -=c T,(f). 
Note that for t>O, il~~(t)ll 1= Il.f(t)ll 1 = /~I/, d II811  + 1 if E is small 
enough that the constants in the above estimates are indeed independent 
off: Since 
II&W r G II~,(Oll zc + i’(t)dG c 
for r E [0, T,], we have 
II~f(t)llm G C(1 + t)-‘, 0 < t < T?(f). 
There exists a time T, > T, such that 
C(r+t)-k$(l+t)-‘.. t3 T3. 
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By choosing, if necessary, E >O still smaller, we can make sure that 
a(d)> T-i and [(T,)d<$*(l+ T3)--cL’. By Theorem 3.1, 
and thus T2(f) > T,. For t E [T,, T2(f)[ we have the estimate 
IIE,jt)JI, +1 + t)Y. 
The maximality of TJf) implies Tz(f) = T(f), thus 
IIE,~(t)lI,~C(1+t)~‘, t E CO, TWC. 
By Theorem 2.2, T(f) = co, and the proof is complete. 1 
Having established our global perturbation result, it remains to be seen 
that we can actually apply it to some solution g. In this direction we have 
the following: 
COROLLARY 4.4. There exist constants E > 0 and C> 0 such that any 
solution f with l/j/l I + I/ ffll m < E is global and satisfies the estimate 
IIJqt)ll cc d cc1 + t)-‘9 t 2 0. 
This result is a trivial consequence of Theorem 4.1, since g = 0 obviously 
satisfies the decay condition (D). For PI =0 this was already proven in 
CW 
COROLLARY 4.5. Assume that /I, = D and 0, = o for all l= 1, . . . . N, and 
that g E 9 is neutral, that is, Cy= I e, 2, = 0. Then the corresponding solution 
g satisfies the deca), condition (D), and Theorem 4.1 yields global existence 
for nearly neutral initial data. 
It is seen immediately that the solution g remains neutral for t > 0, and 
thus Eg= 0 and (D) is satisfied. Unfortunately, this does not seem to be 
true if /?, and o, are allowed to be different for different particle species. 
In both of the above corollaries, the field E, is zero, which is a much 
stronger “decay” than we would need. That we require a slower decay in 
(D) should be useful in the proof of the following conjecture: 
Conjecture. Assume that 2 is spherically symmetric and N= 1 (or, more 
generally, the plasma is monocharged). Then the fact that the force 
between the particles is repulsive should force the plasma to spread out and 
the field to decay so that Theorem 4.1 would imply global existence for 
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nearly spherically symmetric data; cf. [ 10, 141. However, as opposed to the 
collisionless case [2, 4, lo], the question of global existence for symmetric 
initial data is still open. 
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